Abstract-The ad hoc network is a temporary wireless system without a fixed (wired or wireless) infrastructure. Many clustering algorithms have been proposed to partition mobile users into clusters to support routing and network management. Most previous studies, however, focus on algorithm design, lacking an overall evaluation of clustering overheads. In this paper, we design a multiple access scheme for the broadcast of control messages, and propose a new access-based clustering protocol (ABCP) whose cluster formation is heavily influenced by the outcome of the multiple access. By taking into account many delicate aspects in the clustering process, the ABCP provides a generic, flexible, rapidly deployed and stable cluster architecture for the upper layer protocols. Simulation is used to compare ABCP with the other clustering strategy in terms of cluster stability and overheads. Since ABCP makes clustering decision directly based on the result of channel access, it requires fewer control overheads and has shorter convergence time than the other clustering criteria. We also demonstrate that the resulting cluster structure by ABCP behaves stable in face of topology changes.
I. INTRODUCTION
A N AD HOC NETWORK does not depend on any preexisting communication infrastructure, such as fixed base stations and the connecting backbone network in today's cellular systems [1] . In many circumstances, mobile users (or stations) in an ad hoc network are geographically dispersed. For the sake of battery-power reduction and system capacity enhancement, the users don't have direct links to all the others. It may be necessary to relay a packet over multiple other users before the destination is reached, resulting in a multihop packet radio network. Network management, resource allocation and routing strategies, etc., become big challenges to network designers and operators. One solution extended from the cellular (single-hop wireless) network is self-organizing a cluster architecture for an ad hoc network [2] - [17] . There are three main advantages of clustering. First, in the multihop environment, a cluster structure facilitates the spatial reuse of resources to increase the system capacity [2] , [3] . Under the nonoverlapping multicluster structure, two clusters may use the same frequency or code set if they are not neighbor clusters to each other. The second advantage comes from the hierarchical topology update [2] , [8] - [10] , Manuscript received March 13, 2000 ; revised January 12, 2001 . This work was supported in part by the National Science Council, Taiwan, under Contract NSC-89-2219-E-194-009.
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[13]- [16] . When a mobile node changes its position, it is sufficient for only the nodes in its clusters to update their topology information, not all in this system. The third advantage is on routing where the generation and propagation of routing information can be reduced [9] - [19] . Clusterheads may constitute the upper level backbone to support multicasting, flows, and even fault-tolerant routing. Furthermore, if necessary, it can provide backup routes to handle interim failures [8] .
There exist, however, two different thoughts about whether a clusterhead should be elected within each cluster. Because all stations are identical and none has special equipment, one school of thought is that clusterheads are not supposed to take extra task assignment and become the bottleneck of the network [2] , [3] , [13] , [14] . Their methodology breaks the information exchange into two parts: cluster members proactively perform the intracluster exchange, and the intercluster information exchange is achieved by demand-based operations. Nonetheless, this kind of strategy suffers drastically increasing traffic overheads as network size becomes large (this is verified by our simulation in Section V). Thus, in another school of thought [8] - [11] , [15] - [18] , clusterheads are elected to form the upperlayer backbone. With the help of the clusterhead, a hierarchical routing or network management protocol can be more easily implemented with fewer overheads.
In our work, because we consider large-scale ad hoc networking, clusterheads are elected and a new access-based clustering protocol (ABCP) is proposed. The major difference from the previous research is that we design the clustering operation from a protocol's point of view, i.e., providing the rules for communication (including how a node responds when a message arrives, and how a node handles errors or other abnormal conditions). We also design the underlying multiple access scheme, and consider its impact on the clustering operations. Our goal is to provide a generic, flexible, rapidly deployed and stable cluster structure for the upper-layer protocols. The performance of ABCP in terms of clustering overheads and cluster stability is also evaluated. In contrast, most prior work focuses on the algorithm design out of regard for routing and network management support, lacking an overall clustering overhead evaluation. In the ABCP design, with the consideration of broadcast scheduling of control messages, the proposed access-based clustering criterion minimizes the overhead on cluster formation. Furthermore, it relaxes the initially fixed-topology assumption which is often given in previous studies. Simulation results provide a complete comparison on clustering overhead and cluster stability of ABCP with other clustering approaches.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses background and related work. In Section III, we introduce the new access-based criterion and propose the three-phase multiple access scheme. The ABCP is presented in Section IV. Simulations are given in Sections V and VI concludes the paper.
II. PRIOR WORK
We first review two commonly used clustering criteria in cluster initialization. Next, some algorithms for cluster maintenance to help minimizing the effects of topological changes are discussed. Finally, we enumerate some related application services that our clustering protocol can support for solving the ad hoc networking problems.
A. Cluster Initialization: ID-Based versus Degree-Based Clustering Criteria
In previous work, there are two simple criteria to partition mobile users. One is based on node ID and the other is based on node degree (the number of direct links to its neighbors). Specifically, lowest-ID nodes and maximum-degree nodes respectively are elected to be the clusterheads in cluster formation. We have compared the two criteria in [8] and simulations showed that the multicluster structure based on the ID-based criterion is much more stable than that based on the degree-based criterion. In addition, the former is less complicated in control message overheads. Gerla and Tsai [4] comment that using the lowest ID node instead of the maximum-degree node results in fewer update messages after a single node moves. On the other hand, the degree-based criterion is suitable in the situation where nodes are geographically distributed in groups.
B. Cluster Maintenance
Existing maintenance strategies can be distinguished by the extent that the current cluster structure is kept. One method is periodically running the cluster initialization algorithm regardless of the current cluster structure; and the other is to execute a special maintenance algorithm [2] , [8] , [9] , [13] , [14] trying to retain the current cluster structure. To avoid a mass of control messages being disseminated periodically, most papers propose the cluster-maintenance algorithms based on their cluster framework specifically. For instance, the authors in [2] assume there is no clusterhead, and each node only keeps the information of its "locality," that is, one-and two-hop neighbors. Upon discovering that a member, say , of its cluster is no longer in its locality, node should check if the highest connectivity node in its cluster is a one-hop neighbor. If so, removes from its cluster. Otherwise, changes cluster. Different from the negotiation within one node's locality, the authors in [8] design an algorithm that within each cluster a clusterhead is the reference point for cluster update. Some other cluster frameworks were laid out from the routing consideration [11] , [13] , [14] , [17] . The authors in [13] defined a ( ) cluster strategy in which the probability of path availability between nodes is bounded over time, and can support a hybrid approach to routing that achieves more optimal solutions when mobility patterns favor it. The framework in [11] used hierarchical routing over dynamic clusters that are organized according to a set of system parameters that control the size of each cluster and the number of hierarchical levels.
C. Services Provided by Clustering
Clustering can facilitate the implementation such as spatial reuse [2] , [3] , network management [15] , [16] , and routing [11] , [17] . In a multihop environment, the resulting nonoverlapping cluster structure can be used to support the resource assignment. For instance, clustering provides controlled access to the channel bandwidth and scheduling of the nodes in each cluster in order to provide quality-of-service (QoS) support [2] . As to the network management aspect, ANMP (ad hoc network management protocol) [16] utilized a three-level hierarchical cluster architecture for efficient data collection. The authors in [15] propose a mobility-management strategy that utilizes location databases which form a virtual backbone. They show that for a large ad hoc network, the cost of virtual-backbone maintenance can be offset by the advantages that it brings with it. For the routing, there have been many hybrid solutions proposed based on the cluster structure. This is because the cluster-based routing can make a large network appear smaller, but more importantly, it can make a highly dynamic topology appear much less dynamic [13] . Consequently, how to build a stable cluster structure that can be deployed rapidly and do not need a mass of maintenance overhead is a fundamental job. This is the objective in designing ABCP.
III. ACCESS-BASED CRITERION AND MAC PROTOCOL ON CONTROL CHANNEL
Because the ad hoc network has no established infrastructure, we think that a separate, out-of-band signaling is more suitable for the control information dissemination. Therefore, two types of channels are considered. The control channel is utilized for the exchange of control messages such as topology update, cluster formation, etc. The data channels are used for user data transport. We assume that there is only one channel dedicated to the control purpose and it is time slotted. Since the ad hoc network under consideration is in a multihop environment, if two nodes that simultaneously want to send control messages are more than two hops away, message collision will not occur. Thus, the time slot can be spatially reused to enhance the channel efficiency. With consideration of the multiple-access scheme on the control channel, we propose the access-based clustering criterion in Section III-A, and the multiple-access scheme is described in Section III-B.
A. Access-Based Clustering Criterion
Before introducing the access-based clustering criterion, we give a precise definition of the cluster structure to be formed. The ad hoc network is represented by means of an undirected graph , where is the set of nodes in the graph (users in the network), and is the set of edges in the graph (links in the network). Cluster is declared by the clusterhead , and is denoted by . Because each node belongs to one cluster and the clusters are nonoverlapping, and . Each cluster consists of one clusterhead and zero or more ordinary nodes which must be direct neighbors of the clusterhead.
The main criticism of a hierarchical ad hoc network comes from the need for extra control messages on maintaining the hierarchical structure. Due to the topology changes caused by node insertion, removal, and motion, additional control messages are generated for cluster update. How to quantify the control information and reduce it as much as possible becomes the major objective in our clustering consideration. On that account, we design the MAC (medium access control) protocol on the control channel and propose the access-based clustering criterion. In the formation of the cluster structure, each node accesses the control channel to declare its intention to form a cluster. A node that successfully sends clusterhead declaration before its one-hop neighbors do becomes the clusterhead. A node that hears the clusterhead declarations from its neighbor before it has the chance to declare itself as a clusterhead becomes a member of the clusterhead node from which it receives the clusterhead declaration the first. Once a node becomes a clusterhead and has at least one cluster members, it continues to possess this role until becoming inactive. Besides, when a node just enters the ad hoc network or wants to change its cluster, it picks up the first arrived "HELLO" message from some clusterhead to join. Therefore, this cluster formation depends on the MAC layer process on the control channel, without consuming extra messages to negotiate which node is the reference point of the cluster formation (for example, the lowest-ID or the maximum-degree node).
B. MAC Protocol for the Control Channel: TPMA
For out-of-band signaling, one channel is dedicated to disseminate control information in our design. The MAC protocol on the single control channel has two key requirements: 1) it is distributed, 2) it is to set up the channel for reliable broadcast. The control channel is divided into fixed-size frames as shown in Fig. 1 . Each frame is composed of two parts: an elimination slot (to resolve contention) followed by a message slot. In most multiaccess protocols, a contention resolution process is usually followed by a fixed or dynamic number of message slots (for data traffic). In our channel format, however, there is only one message slot after an elimination slot. This is because the control messages are mainly used for the negotiations between nodes. The traffic characteristic is real-time and interactive, different from the steaming or bursty property of data traffic. We also take no account of a variable-length control frame due to the extra messages needed for frame synchronization in a multihop ad hoc network.
Next, we explain the access mechanism on the control channel. When a node wants to send a control message, it has to wait until the beginning of the next control frame (similar to the slotted-ALOHA), and then run the elimination process to see whether it can use the following message slot or not. One thing should be clarified beforehand that, because the control messages are of broadcast nature and are addressed to all neighbors, the well-known receiver-oriented, positive-ACK-based contention resolutions for multihop networks (e.g., RTS/CTS in IEEE 802.11) [20] is unsuitable for our broadcasting control channel. This is because it is difficult for all receiving nodes to coordinate their positive acknowledgment (i.e., CTS) to be sent back to the transmitting node in a way that their ACKs will not collide with each other. Alternatively, since the RTS collision can only be detected at the receiving nodes where the collision occurs, it is easier to find out whether the broadcast is successful by mandating these receiving nodes to send back negative ACKs (NACK) if they detect collisions. The receivers can send a NACK simultaneously because colliding NACKs still convey an indication of unsuccessful broadcast.
An elimination slot is subdivided into mini-slots. Each mini-slot is further divided into three phases: 1) Request to send (RTS) phase, where nodes make their requests for transmission; 2) Collision report (CR) phase, where nodes report collisions that just occurred in the RTS phase; 3) Receiver available (RA) Phase, in this phase, if nodes only receive one RTS indication in Phase 1, they send a RA indication to acknowledge this RTS request. Phases 1 and 3 are analogous to the RTS/CTS dialogue. However, instead of using a specific destination address (unicast), the RTS and RA indications are addressed to all one-hop neighbors (multicast). Phase 2 is used to indicate a collision occurrence if a node receives more than one RTS indications in Phase 1. The following is a detailed description of the multiple access scheme.
• If a node, say , wants to transmit a control message, it would wait until the beginning of the next frame. In the first mini-slot of the elimination slot, node sends an RTS in phase 1.
• If other nodes within two hops of node also send RTS in the first mini-slot, collisions will occur and be detected by the common one-hop neighbors of these transmitting nodes. The nodes that receive multiple RTSs will send a CR indication in phase 2 to indicate the collision. So, if a node sends an RTS but detects a CR indication in phase 2, it knows that at least one of its neighbors suffers collisions. It then attempts to send an RTS in the next mini-slot again with a contending probability . Otherwise, with probability , this node quits the contention at the remaining mini-slots, abandons the corresponding message slot and waits for the next frame. On the other hand, if a node sends an RTS and detects no CR indication in phase 2, it knows that no collision occurs at its receivers. It will enter phase 3 to ensure that receivers do exist.
• In phase 3, the node that receives only one RTS in phase 1 will send a RA indication to acknowledge this RTS request. Phase 3 is designed to address the issue due to the restriction that a node cannot transmit and receive on the single channel simultaneously. A node while in transmission of its own message will not be able to receive messages from its neighbors, causing the latter messages being erased at this node. We call it a receiving erasure. For example, without the RA phase, if a group of nodes are one-hop neighbors to each other and they all send RTSs in phase 1, none will report collision in the CR phase, and receiving erasure will take place in the message slot because no erasure detection is made during the earlier elimination slot. So, if a node sends an RTS but does not detect any CR and RA indication in the following two phases, that means this node is either isolated or all its one-hop neighbors send RTSs too, resulting in no receiving nodes for this RTS request (complete erasure). In this situation, it will quit the contention at the remaining mini-slots and try the next control frame. To sum up, the CR phase is to detect a receiving collision, while the RA phase is to detect the existence of receivers. Therefore, if a node sends an RTS, receives no CR, and detects a (possibly collided) RA indication, that means the RTS request is successful so that the node can broadcast a control message in the corresponding message slot. Since the elimination process consists of three phases, we name this multiple access scheme for (local) broadcast as the three-phase multiple access (TPMA) scheme.
Because TPMA needs just a notification of absence/presence/collision (0/1/e) in each phase of the elimination process, each phase requires only a single logical "bit" that is long enough for a receiver to be able to distinguish. In phase 1, it is necessary to differentiate between 0, 1, or . In the other two phases, it is only necessary to tell whether it is 0 or not. As to the synchronization, there are several techniques that can be used, such as the global positioning system (GPS) [21] , [22] . Another issue that should be noticed is about the determination of the contending probability, , in the RTS phase. If a node wants to reserve a control frame, but decides to quit the contention (with prob.
) when a collision is alarmed, it will withdraw from the remaining contention attempts and wait for the next frame. This is different from the exponential backoff design in 802.11, and more like the elimination yield (EY) design in HIPERLAN [23] , in which the control channel is divided into fixed frames and the contenders enter the elimination phase to determine who can use the following message slot. There are three possible outcomes at the end of the elimination slot: one winner arises, all contenders abandon the contention, or two or more nodes are still in contention. Therefore, how to choose proper values of and is a major factor in determining the efficiency of the control channel.
Although TPMA has three phases to identify receiving collision and complete erasure, partial erasure in the message slot may still happen. This situation arises when contending nodes, which are within two hops away, have no common neighbors for a collision indication but have their respective neighbors that can successfully receive respective broadcasting request. If this kind of erasure does happen, the broadcast of the control message will not be received by all its neighbors, causing an exception or inconsistent decisions. For our clustering protocol, its correctness is not affected (this is proved in Section IV-D); while other upper layer protocols may depend on their fault-tolerant strategies to cope with this problem. In a typical mesh-type ad hoc network, the probability of such an occurrence is low.
C. Mathematical Analysis of TPMA
The two parameters, and , determine the efficiency of TPMA and are mutually influenced. In this section, the mathematical analysis is presented to seek for an optimum parameter set. We denote by the set of nodes that are up to two hops away from a contending node , including node itself, and call as the broadcasting zone of node . Clearly, if there are more than one contender in , there will occur a receiving collision or erasure. Let be the number of nodes wishing to reserve the same message slot in the broadcasting zone ( ). Given the node and message load distributions, the only variable that determines is the transmission range of nodes. The larger the transmission range is, the bigger the value of .
For a mobile user, when it intends to reserve a message slot, it sends an RTS in mini-slot 1 with probability equal to 1. So if , this contending node acquires the message slot successfully in mini-slot 1, and the elimination process stops immediately. If , collisions occur. The contenders send RTSs again in the next mini-slot with probability , and with probability they refrain from contention for the remaining mini-slots (being eliminated). We show the mathematical analysis in the following: for ,
In mini-slot 1: a winner arises in mini-slot 1 idle in mini-slot 1 collision in mini-slot 1
In mini-slot 2: a winner arises in mini-slot 2 idle in mini-slot 2 collision in mini-slot 2 where is a variable representing the number of the contenders which send RTSs in mini-slot 2. So the contention continues at mini-slot 3 under the condition that in mini-slot 2.
In mini-slot 3:
a winner arises in mini-slot 3 idle in mini-slot 3 collision in mini-slot 3
where is a variable representing the number of the contenders which send RTSs in mini-slot 3. So,the contention continues at mini-slot 4 under the condition that in mini-slot 3. The unconditional probability, a winner arises in mini-slot 3 nodes contend in mini-slot 2 a winner arises in mini-slot 3 A general formula can be derived for mini-slot , under the condition that collisions occurs in mini-slot :
a winner arises in mini-slot idle in mini-slot collision in mini-slot a winner arises in mini-slot idle in mini-slot for Suppose there are contenders in the broadcasting zone , the probability that a winner arises [a winner arises in mini-slot is a function of and . Fig. 2 shows the when is equal to 7. It can be seen that, when is large and is small, is low. The highest is achieved when both and are large. A higher means it takes less number of control frames to resolve the multiaccess contention. As increases, increases and the required number of frames to resolve the contention decreases, but the length of each frame increases. If we assume that a mini-slot in the elimination slot has bits and the message slot is -bit long, then the average contention resolution time, i.e., the average time required to allow exactly one control message to be successfully delivered, is bits. Table I shows the relationship between the average contention resolution time and the three parameters, , , and . The contention resolution time is normalized by in the table, i.e., . The boldface-type blocks in Table I are the respective smallest  values of for different . It can be seen that optimal (in the sense that it minimizes ) becomes smaller as increases; while optimal increases as increases. In others words, optimal is traffic dependent (i.e., depends on the number of contenders) while optimal is system dependent (i.e., depends on the ratio of mini-slot length to message slot length).
IV. ACCESS-BASED CLUSTERING PROTOCOL
Based on the discussion in Section III, we propose the ABCP. It is a simple broadcast request-response with first-come-firstserve (FCFS) selection that is coupled with a probabilistic contention resolution scheme. ABCP is designed from a protocol's point of view in that it defines the message formats, describes how a node responds when a message arrives, and specifies how a node handles errors and other abnormal conditions. The protocol allows the network topology to change even when the lustering formation is in progress. Fig. 3 shows the pseudocode for the ABCP. We assume that when a node is turned on to become active, it begins with the role of an ordinary node. The in the pseudocode represents the internal pointer to a received message.
A. Protocol Description
refers to the type field. Similarly, and refer to the my_node_ID field and the my_clusterhead_ID field of the control message, respectively. Each node is assumed to have a unique ID.
Because there are two roles a node can act, ABCP is divided into two cases for consideration. First in the ordinary node case, three situations cause an ordinary node to send a REQ_TO_JOIN message:
• a node initially turns on its radio unit and becomes a newcomer to this ad hoc network; • a node detects that the link with its clusterhead is weakening; and • a DISCONNECT message from its clusterhead is received. Under these situations, an ordinary node broadcasts a REQ_TO_JOIN message, sets the timer, and waits for responses from neighbor clusterheads. If this node receives HELLO messages from some clusterheads, it will pick up the first received message (so called access-based), set the node ID in this message to be its clusterhead ID, and then send a JOIN message to inform its clusterhead. However, if no HELLO message is received after a certain time, the timer will expire (the node receives a TIME_OUT_1 message from the timer) and the node will try sending a HELLO message to become a new clusterhead.
In order to speed up the protocol convergence time, we design a "pause" mechanism in two places.
• If a node wishing to send a REQ_TO_JOIN message loses in the channel access contention, and then receives a REQ_TO_JOIN message from its neighbor, it would wait one more control frame to see if any HELLO message from a clusterhead will be received. Since it does not try to access the channel to re-send a REQ_TO_JOIN message immediately, this may avoid competing with its one-hop clusterhead neighbors which want to send HELLO messages on the control channel. Thereby, the cluster formation can be sped up. However, if there is no HELLO message received, the node will continue accessing the channel to send a REQ_TO_JOIN message.
• If an ordinary node tries to send a HELLO message (to become a new clusterhead), but receives a HELLO message from its one-hop neighbors before it succeeds in sending its own, the node will set the node ID in this received HELLO message to be its clusterhead ID and join it. This conforms to the access-based clustering criterion.
In the clusterhead case, its responsibility is to maintain the cluster structure. So if a REQ_TO_JOIN message is received, the clusterhead sends a HELLO message to welcome whoever sent the message. Here we have another type of time-out mechanism, TIME_OUT_2, specifically for the clusterhead. The purpose of TIME_OUT_2 is for handling abnormal condition and will be further explained in Section IV-B. If a JOIN message is received, it has to check the member list to see whether to remove (a leaving member) or to add (a new member) this node into its cluster. When a DISCONNECT or a HELLO message is received, the clusterhead will look whether the node ID in the message belongs to its cluster. If yes, it remove this node from its member list. Both the ordinary node and clusterhead have to send DISCONNECT messages before they become inactive.
B. SUCCESSOR for Clusterhead
An improvement to the protocol can be made by adding a new control message type, SUCCESSOR, for clusterheads that are going to be inactive. This refinement may keep the ordinary nodes from making redundant cluster transitions stirred up by the turn-off of their clusterhead. The criterion for picking a successor is to retain the original cluster as much as possible.
A clusterhead will choose the node with the maximum clusterhood, defined as the number of direct links with current cluster members, to be the successor.
C. Merge Function
To avoid the number of clusters growing as time goes, a merge function is designed to make a single clusterhead conjoined with its neighbor clusters. A clusterhead, which only has itself in its cluster, will check if there exist other clusterheads within its transmission range by sending a REQ_TO_JOIN message. If the answer is yes, the single clusterhead will receive a HELLO message, become an ordinary node, and send a JOIN message to merge. Fig. 4 shows the state diagram of a node running ABCP. From the step by step state transition, we can verify the correctness of ABCP. There exist some abnormal conditions, however, such as sudden node failure, channel error or erasures, causing a message loss. Note that the message-loss case also covers the case when a message is lost due to the topology change while clustering is being executed. We discuss these cases in the following.
D. Abnormal Conditions
• Sudden node failure: If an ordinary node fails, its clusterhead would know this node's absence when no response for other applications is received from the failed node. Another solution is by asking the ordinary nodes to send heart-beat messages periodically. As to the clusterhead failure, we specify that the clusterhead must send a HELLO message at least every some predetermined interval time, TO2 (for the timer of TIME_OUT_2 message in Fig. 3) . Thus, if an ordinary node does not hear a HELLO from its clusterhead for more than TO2 time units, it assumes the clusterhead has been shut down.
• Message loss: This problem may arise due to the channel errors/erasures on the control channel, or the loss of radio links while the clustering is in progress. Since REQ_TO_JOIN, HELLO, and DISCONNECT messages are not targeted for any specific nodes, message losses occur at some of the receiving nodes will not cause an inconsistent cluster structure at each node. A node makes the decision to be a clusterhead or to find a cluster to join based on the messages received. Loss of the above three types of messages only slows down the speed of convergence. The JOIN message, however, is of unicast nature, addressed to a clusterhead. So, if a JOIN-message loss occurs at a destination clusterhead, it will cause an inconsistent view between the clusterhead and the ordinary node that sends the JOIN message. The solution is that a clusterhead must send an acknowledgment back as a confirmation to the JOIN message.
V. SIMULATION
The ad hoc network is simulated by placing nodes randomly within a bounded region of km. The lifetime model of nodes is an ON-OFF model, in which the nodes alternate between active and inactive states according to exponential distributions with means and , respectively. Thus, on the average, percent of the nodes are active. The mobile nodes are assumed to move with the same constant speed. We consider speeds ranging between 5.0 and 35.0 km/h. The mobility model is with memory characteristic called a one-step Markov path model [8] . In the Markov path model, a node has a higher probability in moving in the same direction as the previous move. For example, Fig. 5 shows the probability assignment in six different directions used in our simulation.
A. Cluster Stability
This section shows the stability performance of ABCP in comparison with the clustering strategy proposed in [2] , which we name cluster maintenance (CM). CM in ABCP centers around clusterheads while there are no clusterhead per se in CM. In the first evaluation, we observed the impact of the merge function on the cluster structure. For ABCP, a single clusterhead merges with another neighbor cluster if it is one hop away from this clusterhead. However, for CM, no such function is designed. Two cases of lifetime models, always-ON ( ) and ON-OFF ( , minutes) models, are plotted in Fig. 6 . The number of mobile users is 80, the transmission range is 0.50 km, the simulation time is 160 minutes, and the number of clusters is recorded every 3.3 minutes. It can be seen that with the always-ON lifetime model, the number of clusters with ABCP converges to be around 13, while the number of clusters with CM diverges. Eventually, every node in CM is a cluster by itself and the cluster structure gradually disappears as the time advances. On the other hand, both strategies converge to a steady state with the ON-OFF lifetime model. This is because a node alternates between active and inactive states. Whenever a node becomes inactive and then becomes active later, it will find a cluster to join. Thus the probability of small-size clusters consisting of one, two or three members is decreased, and the number of clusters does not diverge to for CM. Due to the explicit merge function, the number of clusters for ABCP still converges to a smaller value than that of CM.
Figs. 7 and 8 show the cluster stability versus the number of one-hop neighbors and speed, respectively. The performance metric, cluster turnover rate, is defined as the number of nodes that change clusters per second. We count the nodes that just turn on (but not the nodes that turn off) in the calculation of the turnover rate. The number of nodes is 80, and nodes are with the ON-OFF lifetime model. In Fig. 7 , all nodes move with the same speed, 18 km/h; while in Fig. 8 , all nodes have the same transmission range, 0.5 km (corresponding to an average of 14 active neighbors). We can see in Fig. 7 that when the number of one-hop neighbors is smaller than roughly 50, ABCP has a lower cluster turnover rate than CM. This is because the cluster maintenance criterion in CM is designed according to the locality, i.e., any two nodes in the same cluster must be within two hops away. However, if the inner nodes within the cluster become inactive or move outside the transmission range of the outer nodes of the cluster, the cluster breaks and causes a cluster transition involving a large number of nodes. Besides, without the inclusion of the cluster-merge function, the number of clusters oscillates with a wider range as has been shown in Fig. 6 . In contrast, for ABCP, only the clusterheads are the coordinators on cluster maintenance. A node would change its cluster only when the clusterhead is out of its transmission range. Consequently, when the number of neighbors is smaller than 50, the cluster structure with clusterhead by ABCP has better stability performance than a flat cluster structure in CM. When the number of neighbors is beyond 50, however, since most of the nodes in the network are within two hops away, the locality of each node is much stable in CM. However, for ABCP, because the clusterhead that is turned off will cause the cluster to be reconstructed by the successor clusterhead, it has more cluster transitions. Therefore, CM has a slightly better stability performance than ABCP when the number of neighbors is beyond 50. As every node nearly has direct links to all the others in the network, both clustering strategies reach an equilibrium turnover rate. Note that, in this case, the whole network forms a huge cluster. There is no cluster transition due to movement. Since we do not count a node that is going to be turned off as a transition node, the average cluster turnover rate is (turnover/sec). Fig. 8 presents the average turnover rate with 99% confidence interval versus the average speed of mobile nodes. It is clear that the turnover rates of both clustering protocols become larger as the speed increases. The turnover rate of ABCP maintains at roughly half of that of CM, and the confidence interval of ABCP is much smaller than that of CM. Therefore, from Figs. 7 and 8, we can claim that ABCP does behave stable in an ad hoc network compared with CM. Another important issue of the mobility impact is its effects on the clustering behavior when the moving speed is at times faster than the clustering operation. We find that ABCP still can work correctly; however, the nodes will stay in an unclustered state for a longer time during a cluster transition as the moving speed increases.
B. Overhead Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the overhead on clustering and demonstrate that ABCP scales well as node number increases. Table II shows the comparison on overhead by the execution time (in number of control frames) and the amount of control messages generated. The two clustering protocols, ID-based clustering protocol (IDCP) [2] and ABCP are evaluated with regard to completing a cluster initialization. We run three different values of node numbers, 40, 60, and 80, with transmission ranges, 0.4 km, 0.375 km, and 0.35 km, respectively. For IDCP, it requires message exchanges among nodes to know who are their one-hop neighbors. Then, each node follows the ID-based clustering criterion to decide its role and sends a message to inform its neighbors. In ABCP, however, the node who gets ahead to transmit the HELLO message will become the clusterhead. The other nodes that receive the HELLO messages become ordinary nodes and send JOIN messages. Every node under ABCP only has to send one control message to complete the cluster initialization. Obviously, ABCP has shorter execution time and generates less control messages than IDCP. With the growing number of users, ABCP performs much better than IDCP; this demonstrates the scalability advantage of ABCP. Moreover, the phenomenon that the execution time is smaller than the amount of control messages reveals that TPMA performs the graph-coloring action and allows spatial reuse in a multihop environment, i.e., more than one node can send messages at the same message slot. Fig. 9 shows the overhead evaluation on cluster maintenance of ABCP and CM. We observe the control messages generated per node per second versus the transmission range with different values of node numbers, 40, 60, and 80. Three message types, HI, JOIN, and LEAVE messages are designed for CM to accomplish the cluster maintenance. The HI message is used to exchange the updated topology information between nodes; the JOIN message is used for a new comer to join a cluster; the LEAVE message is for a leaving member. The results in Fig. 9 show that for CM, the number of control messages depends on not only the cluster transition rate, but also the number of one-hop neighbors of a node (the combined result of the transmission range and the node density). This is because in CM, every node has to update their locality database by the HI message whenever topology changes. It then floods the JOIN/LEAVE message to other cluster members if any change in their locality database occurs. Whereas for ABCP, the control message is exchanged between the clusterhead and the cluster member. Other cluster members can overhear the message but do not explicitly exchange control messages among themselves. The control message is triggered mainly when a cluster transition is necessary. The cluster transition is initiated by a node sending the REQ_TO_JOIN message. This REQ_TO_JOIN message also performs the function of topology update. The results indicate that the existence of a clusterhead in ABCP is advantageous in terms of minimizing the clustering overheads. Note also that the number of control messages is independent of the node number in ABCP; while for CM, the number of control messages increases as the number of nodes increases. Therefore, ABCP scales well with respect to clustering overheads. Fig. 10 shows the number of control messages sent by clusterheads and ordinary nodes in ABCP, respectively. Clusterheads need to process more clustering messages than ordinary node when the transmission range is larger than 0.2 km. The difference becomes large as the transmission range increases. Nonetheless, the clustering overheads of clusterheads are still lower than those for each node in CM.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we design a multiple access scheme, TPMA, for the broadcast of control messages, and propose a new ABCP, whose cluster formation is heavily influenced by the outcome of the multiple access. The TPMA scheme provides a distributed channel access method for local broadcast of control messages. By taking into account many delicate aspects in the clustering process, the ABCP provides a generic, flexible, rapidly deployed and stable cluster architecture for the upper layer protocols. Via simulations, comparisons of ABCP, in which the clusterheads exist as a coordinator, with another type of clustering strategy, in which the clusterheads don't exist, show the advantages of ABCP. Since the clustering criterion of ABCP depends directly on channel access, it requires fewer control overheads and has shorter convergence time than the other clustering strategy. We also demonstrate that the resulting cluster structure by ABCP behaves stable in face of topology changes under different transmission ranges and speeds. The existence of clusterheads in ABCP also helps reducing the clustering overheads.
